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Abstract. The nature of applications hosted on cloud platforms is char-
acterized by complexity, with each application exhibiting unique require-
ments for computing resources such as CPU and memory at different
temporal intervals. To efficiently address the diverse computing needs of
tenants while minimizing resource inefficiencies, cloud service providers
must possess the capability to accurately forecast changes in workload
and assess the resource utilization patterns of cloud applications. In re-
cent years, the field of cloud computing has witnessed a proliferation of
research efforts and engineering endeavors focused on devising method-
ologies to tackle key challenges, including workload change prediction,
evaluation of resource demands, Quality of Service (QoS) perception,
and anomaly detection. This survey endeavors to furnish a comprehen-
sive overview of these algorithms, with the overarching goal of providing
researchers with a nuanced understanding of the latest developments in
this domain.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The accessibility and resource scalability inherent in cloud computing have gar-
nered significant interest, leading a substantial number of users to migrate their
applications to the cloud. This trend encompasses not only traditional database
services but also the latest artificial intelligence services [1–3]. Leveraging cloud
computing services empowers users to channel more focus into their core business
activities, alleviating concerns related to the maintenance of hardware resources.
Cloud service providers can strategically oversell hardware resources, guided by
the usage characteristics of these applications, all while ensuring a satisfactory
user experience for tenants and optimizing their own vested interests.
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Due to the highly dynamic and diverse types of cloud applications, it is diffi-
cult for cloud service providers to accurately and timely match the most suitable
amount of computing resources. This leads to cloud service providers typically
facing the following problem: The resource waste in cloud data centers is severe,
with server utilization typically below 30% [4]. In addition, abnormal events
such as hard disk failures and software failures occur in cloud computing envi-
ronments, leading to downtime from various sources of failure [5]. These issues
seriously impact the quality of service (QoS). Therefore, accurate prediction of
resource utilization and abnormal events in cloud data centers is essential for
capacity planning [6], resource management [7, 8], and energy efficiency [9].

While several surveys have been conducted on prediction methods in cloud
environments, they have mostly examined models that can only forecast one
particular type of object. For instance, Amiri et al. [10] provided a thorough
overview of the literature on application prediction models, but did not classify
the predicted items. Aldossary et al. [11] focused on predictive models related
to workload, energy consumption, and cost of cloud services, with a specific em-
phasis on energy-related cost issues in cloud computing. Similarly, Vashistha et
al. [12] reviewed only prediction techniques for workloads in cloud environments,
while Ramoliya et al. [13] reviewed only failure and fault prediction techniques.
In contrast, this paper provides a comprehensive overview of the research on
prediction models for forecasting workloads, resource requirements, QoS met-
rics, and abnormal events.

The prediction methods mainly investigated in this survey revolve around
the four objects shown in Figure 1, and we introduce the relevant methods in
detail in section 2. In section 3, we extract the main challenges currently facing
this field. We summarize this paper in section 4.

Fig. 1. Four objects in the cloud resource management prediction research.
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2 PREDICTION METHODS FOR DIFFERENT
PREDICTION OBJECTS

This paper classifies the prediction objects related to cloud resource management
into four categories: workload (e.g., number of user requests, task arrival rate),
resource demand (e.g., CPU, memory, disk, and network utilization), QoS met-
rics (e.g., response time and throughput), and abnormal events (e.g., job and task
failures). Prediction methods for workload, resource requirements, and abnormal
events fall into four categories: statistical, machine learning, deep learning, and
hybrid methods, while collaborative filtering is used for QoS metrics prediction.

2.1 Prediction for workload

Workload in the context of cloud resource management refers to all input re-
quests from end-users interacting with cloud services or batch jobs [14]. Among
studies that predict workload, the number of user requests and task arrival rate
are the most commonly considered metrics. Current models for workload pre-
diction mainly use deep learning techniques. Dang et al. [15] proposed a Bi-
LSTM-based model for web load prediction that improved prediction accuracy
by approximately 50% compared to the conventional LSTM model. Saxena et al.
[16] developed an improved 3D adaptive differential evolution algorithm AADE
to train a feedforward neural network that adaptively optimizes neuron con-
nections and counter-intuitively learns workload patterns. Arbat et al. [17] in-
troduced a prediction model named WGANgp Transformer, which accurately
captures dynamic patterns in cloud workloads.

The methods mentioned above are all used for point value prediction, which is
preferred in existing prediction methods over trend prediction. While point val-
ues can predict future workload values, they do not consider changes in demand
trends, such as peaks and troughs, nor do they reflect the workload character-
istics in future periods [18]. To address this issue, Xia et al. [6] and Li et al.
[18] utilized Piecewise Linear Regression (PLR) algorithms to divide and label
datasets. Xia et al. [6] approached cloud capacity planning as a classification
problem and used weighted SVM to fit statistical information and labels for
each cycle, predicting the next cycle’s trend. Li et al. [18] designed a multitask-
ing cloud workload turning point prediction algorithm, Cloudtrend, that uses
feature-enhanced improved LSTM to capture implicit information.

The above-mentioned prediction methods are all based on a single predictor.
However, methods that rely on a single predictor are often insufficient to cope
with dynamic changes and have poor performance for unknown workload pat-
terns. Therefore, an integrated model that incorporates multiple predictors is a
promising direction for future research. Kim et al. [19] proposed CloudInsight,
an online integrated model based on multiple predictors, which uses multiple re-
gression to estimate the relative accuracy of predictor variables and dynamically
assigns weights to each predictor variable.
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2.2 Prediction for future resource demand

In studies on resource demand prediction, the most commonly considered met-
rics are CPU and memory usage. The most frequently used techniques are LSTM
and its improved models [20]. Bi et al. [21] proposed a BG-LSTM model that
integrates the BiLSTM model and GridLSTM, which can extract complex fea-
tures from the time series of task arrival rates, CPU, and RAM usage. Nguyen
et al. [22] proposed the LSTM-ED, which improves the ability of the LSTM to
learn long-term dependencies by constructing an internal representation of the
host load data.

The classical ARIMA model is mostly used in conjunction with neural net-
works to construct hybrid forecasting models, as it specializes in capturing the
linear components of the time series. Xie et al. [23] used ARIMA to mine the
linear relationships of the time series and used triple exponential smoothing to
mine the nonlinear relationships. Devi et al. [24] used an ARIMA-ANN model
to predict future CPU and memory utilization in multiple steps. In this hybrid
model, ANN was used to predict the nonlinear components of the residuals ob-
tained from the original data and ARIMA. The hybrid model was shown to
provide more accurate multi-step predictions than a single model.

The presence of attention mechanisms, encoder-decoder models, and new
deep neural networks has also provided new ideas for cloud resource demand pre-
diction research. Many studies have begun to explore using these techniques to
improve prediction accuracy. Al-Sayed et al. [25] proposed an attention-seq2seq
based prediction technique for CPU and memory usage prediction. They ad-
dressed the problem of unstable cloud workloads and user demand variability
by dividing the prediction sequence into multiple subintervals and constructing
a specific model for each subinterval. Singh et al. [26] proposed an evolutionary
quantum neural network (EQNN) to predict future resource (CPU and memory)
utilization and workload (job arrival demand) in cloud data centers.

The methods mentioned above are all based on single predictors for predic-
tion, and multi-predictor prediction methods have better generality than single-
predictor models. Ding et al. [27] proposed COIN, a container workload predic-
tion method that builds both source and target prediction methods. The source
prediction method uses migration learning to learn common variations of work-
loads, while the target prediction method uses online learning to learn individual
salient variations. Furthermore, the method library dynamically selects the ap-
propriate method based on the historical accuracy of each method.

2.3 Prediction for QoS metrics

QoS refers to a set of non-functional properties (e.g., response time, reliability,
cost) that can impact the overall quality of service delivery [28]. The primary
approach for predicting QoS metrics is collaborative filtering. Syu et al. [29] con-
ducted a comprehensive study on dynamic QoS attribute modeling and predic-
tion, which demonstrated that machine learning methods and several proposed
hybrid methods outperformed most statistical methods. While Ghafouri et al.
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[30] presented a comprehensive discussion of QoS prediction methods for web
services, their focus was primarily on papers published before 2019. This paper
concentrates on prediction methods for QoS metrics in cloud environments pro-
posed after 2019. The current research trend is towards neural network models,
including LSTM and hybrid models.

Gao et al. [31] extended the QoS concept by introducing additional value
and cost calculations for service invocation. They considered properties such
as response time, throughput, and signal strength, and used LSTM for QoS
prediction. Li et al. [32] proposed a topology-aware neural network (TAN) based
model for predicting QoS (response time, throughput, and reliability). The TAN
model constructs end-to-end and path features and synthetically models service
requests and responses. Liu et al. [33] proposed a hybrid model, HAP, that
integrates two QoS prediction methods (response time and throughput). HAP
incorporates a local prediction method using similarity-enhanced CF (L-CF) and
a global QoS prediction method based on case inference (G-CBR).

2.4 Prediction for abnormal events

Abnormal events in cloud computing systems can include failures of jobs and
tasks, cloud service system node failures, CPU overload and memory bottleneck
failures, as well as other causes. These anomalies can be attributed to a variety of
factors, such as software and hardware glitches, service failures, power outages,
natural disasters, and more [34]. A single abnormal event can trigger a series of
cascading failures, leading to significant resource loss for the cloud data center.
Therefore, accurately predicting abnormal events is both critical and extremely
challenging. By anticipating abnormal situations, resource waste can be reduced,
and corrective actions can be taken in a timely manner.

The prediction of job and task failures is a topic of increasing research inter-
est. The current research trend is to use deep learning models or develop generic
models for anomalous event prediction. For instance, Gao et al. [35] proposed
a multilayer Bi-LSTM-based fault prediction model to predict the likelihood of
task and job failure. The model’s multilayer structure can better handle multi-
ple input features for higher accuracy. Similarly, PMarahatta et al. [36] used a
deep neural network (DNN) to predict the failure rate of each incoming task and
classified them into "failure-prone tasks" and "non-failure-prone tasks" based on
the prediction results.

There are also numerous studies that employ multiple machine learning and
deep learning algorithms to develop hybrid models with higher prediction accu-
racy and generalizability. For instance, Jassas et al. [37] utilized various machine
learning classification algorithms (e.g., decision tree (DT), random forest (RF),
etc.) to build a new generic model for predicting unsuccessful tasks in advance.
Li et al. [38] created a series of prediction models using three machine learning
algorithms (LSTM, MING, and random forest) and two different data sampling
techniques (interval and oversampling).
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3 CHALLENGES

Resource prediction is one of the barriers to the development of cloud computing.
The most critical challenges in forecasting are the following.

3.1 High variability of cloud workloads

Cloud resources are constantly in flux, and workloads are highly non-stationary
[18, 25]. For instance, the autocorrelation and periodicity of workloads in DUX-
based clusters can exhibit different characteristics across various time scales. [39].
Moreover, a detailed analysis of the Aliyun data center revealed that its average
CPU utilization can vary significantly, ranging from 5% to 80%, during a highly
volatile day [40]. The volatility in resource usage poses a major challenge for
accurate resource forecasting in data centers.

3.2 Non-universality of predictive models

Single static prediction models are often inadequate to deal with complex and
variable real-world cloud application workloads, which may exhibit short-term
interleaved patterns with different characteristics [19]. It is essential to develop
generic models that can integrate multiple prediction models with multiple pre-
dictors and include intelligent selection strategies to make predictions at a lower
cost. Multi-objective prediction models have better generality. However, develop-
ing such models is even more challenging due to the need for considering multiple
objectives simultaneously.

3.3 Real-time prediction

While prediction accuracy is crucial, the efficiency of prediction is equally impor-
tant, particularly in real-time scenarios. Moreover, when dealing with real-time
prediction requirements, it is challenging to reduce the time cost of training
models while maintaining accuracy, even if the training samples are limited, and
the feature dimensions are small. Therefore, there is a need to develop models
that can balance accuracy and efficiency, and quickly adapt to dynamic changes
in workloads [6].

3.4 Fine-grained prediction

Prediction research at the container level is a future trend. However, predicting
at the container level faces many challenges. For example, since each container
in the cloud starts and shuts down in a relatively short time, it is difficult, if
not impossible, to collect sufficient historical workload data in advance for the
predicted containers [23]. Furthermore, container workloads are streaming, and
the changing relationships in the new workload data may never be encountered
and learned by the prediction model [27].
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4 CONCLUSIONS

We conducted research on the four main prediction objects in the field of cloud
resource management (i.e., workload, resource demand, QoS metrics, and ab-
normal events) and extracted four challenging issues based on the most popular
prediction methods currently in use. We hope that this survey can help junior
researchers and engineers in this field quickly understand the current research
status of the entire field. Due to space limitations, we are unable to provide
a comprehensive review of all relevant literature in the field. In the future, we
will consider expanding this paper to provide readers with more comprehensive
information.
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